The spirit Lazarus in Paris, 1863 said: “- Obedience is the consent of reason; resignation is the
consent of the heart both are active forces since they carry the burden which has fallen upon
them due to foolish revolt.”
With the reason we can discern about the right and wrong – But how we can discern
about the right and wrong in these days? Sometimes we have good intentions to proceed well,
we analyze the situation, and frequently we have two ways to follow; one is approved by the
voice of our intelligence, the other is the consensus of our heart. Even that we take the rational
decision, we have no warranty that our intention to do the goodness, can be accomplished. How
many times we try to help somebody and we are misunderstanding? When we try to benefit a
relative or a neighbor and the result of our good intention incite uprising, we lose the friendship
and the mutual affection; despite we want to justify we had a good intention, at least the other
stay in doubt and repeal our excuses. In the other hand, it may be that grasped with bad thoughts
we desire to prejudice anyone and the result of our anger provide an unwanted result, in other
words, our bad intention produce good opportunities to the others, so we can ask ourselves,
“what’s wrong? What’s the law we are submitted”.
The decisions with the consensus of our heart are not based in rational intelligence –
someone can argue that it may be another type of intelligence or else, Emotional Intelligence,
but the fact is that whatever was the definition, the action is based in the feelings, in very
personal perceptions, so the result of our intentions good or bad, at all events may be
completely different from our desires.
Let me try to explain another kind of force that wasn’t cited by the spirit Lazarus in his
communication through the Gospel Accord the Spiritism as we can see a fragment above. The
eminent spirit told us about two forces, obedience and reason, but I want to add another one;
Goodwill is the consent of IMAGINATION! Imagination is more powerful because
imagination means the double of the reason; if we stay in mental battle, imagination against the
reason, the imagination ever will win! This is because imagination can carry the both aspects
together – reason and emotion – so, in the land of imagination everything is possible, even that
things against our wills, or against our beliefs. For this reason, when we imagine with a huge
goodness, the output of our imagination will be succeed. Imagination produces repetition,
someone who repeat a lot of time the same imagination increase the waves of thinking in the
universe, and these waves grow, associated with same forces, then this is the explanation why
imagination achieve better results of our wills then reason actions or emotional actions, just
because imagination is not precipitation, imagination is the creation of reasoning plus feelings.
Thus, when we have a problem to solve, or a direction to take, we don’t have to
precipitate, we should exercise our imagination, we should have a good imagination figuring
out whatever we want, we should imagine the situation in movement for example, imagine a
person who will approve you in an application shaking your hands!
Summarizing, imagination is the total freedom - it put reason and emotion working
together and the stuffs really improve!
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